
 

 

  

  

COURSE OF FIRE 
Begin each course of fire with 2 rounds in your rifle (one in chamber, one in the magazine) and a second magazine of at least 2 rounds. This exercise 
will require 20 rounds, 4 rounds per string. The target will be an IPSC target with a 3” x 5” note card as an enlarged head ‘A Zone” and a half piece 
of printer paper as a reduced “A Zone” (8.5” x 5.5”). Shots taken from the close shooting positions (P1, P2, and P3) will be to the head “A Zone”. 
Shots taken from the far shooting positions (P4, P5, and P6) will be to the reduced center mass “A Zone”. After each string, record your time and 
reset for the next string. 
 
String 1 – On the stimulus, engage the center mass “A Zone” from P4, reload while moving to P3, engage the head box “A Zone” from P3 
String 2 – On the stimulus, engage the center mass “A Zone” from P6, reload while moving to P1, engage the head box “A Zone” from P1 
String 3 – On the stimulus, engage the head box “A Zone” from P1, reload while moving to P6, engage the center mass “A Zone” from P6 
String 4 – On the stimulus, engage the head box “A Zone” from P3, reload while moving to P4, engage the center mass “A Zone” from P4 
String 5 – On the stimulus, engage the head box “A Zone” from P2, reload while moving to P5, engage the center mass “A Zone” from P5 
 
SCORING 
Combine the times of all strings into a single aggregate time 
Score target out of 100 possible points 
A = 5 pts C = 3 pts D = 1 pt MISS = 0 pts 
 
MODIFICATION 
This exercise can be set up using cones as point to move between, you may also use barrels as points to run to and shoot behind in order to 
simulate a movement to cover and shooting from cover. 
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